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SIGNAGE BY OTHERS

Lev 01 Ex. Ceiling
+33.310

ROOF UPDATE, DOWNPIPES UPDATE, GFL MINOR INTERNAL WALL ADJUSTMENTS
27.06.2014

SOUTH ELEV - LANDFORM FEATURE MOSAIC ADDED
14.03.2014

LEVEL 00 STREET COURT UPDATED

Lev 00 - Ceiling
+30.040

BLACK OPAQUE GLASS SPANDREL

Lev 01
+29.350

DIORITE FEATURE

Lev 01
+26.350

GENERAL UPDATE - SEE SCHEDULE
31.10.2014

WAL.CB200

DIORITE FEATURE

WAL.CB200

AC PLANT

AC FAN COIL

BOOSTER + TANKS
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DESIGN ARCHITECT:

PROPOSED BEGA CIVIC CENTRE REDEVELOPMENT
ZINGEL PLACE, BEGA

SPB Suspended Plasterboard
CRP Coolroom panel
AT Acoustic Tile
VT Vinyl Coat Tile
AP Acrylic paint

FLOORS

MRS Metal Roof Sheet

GP Gloss Paint

CST Concrete Steel trowel

CCV Concrete Coved finish

CBM Concrete Broom Finish

B&J Bearers & Joists

MDF Medium Density Fibreboard

PLY Plywood Flooring

VT Vitrified Tiles

CPTLS Carpet Tiles

VYL Vinyl

VYL/S Safety vinyl

GP Gloss Paint

TMB Finished Timber Floor

EP Epoxy Paint

MDF Medium Density Fibreboard

CR Cement Render

TMB Finished Timber Floor
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